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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The profession of Pharmacy presently has transformed practice emphasis from a product-oriented to a patient-oriented approach. Many pharmacists in various countries are now providing a range of cognitive services or pharmaceutical care services including disease management. This change in approach is a response to the rapidly increasing prevalence of many chronic diseases globally. For example, the prevalence of type 2 diabetes is rapidly increasing worldwide and is a national health priority in many countries. To address this health problem, early screening to identify people at risk of diabetes is an important strategy to prevent or delay the disease. However, there is a paucity of research to assess community pharmacists’ involvement in diabetes risk screening and the impact of different health systems on the practice outcomes. Based on the organisation theory, the components of the organisation composed of four major elements; participants, technology, social structure and goals. Each component affects and is affected by each other. In this thesis, we considered the practice of diabetes risk screening at community pharmacy from an organisational perspective. Understanding dynamic of interactions among the elements is important to provide an enhanced sustainable practical implementation of cognitive services at community pharmacy.

This thesis was therefore conducted to explore an alternative approach in diabetes prevention, focusing on identifying people at risk of developing type 2 diabetes at the community pharmacy setting. Integration of theories including organisational theory, theory of planned behaviour, and health believe model was employed to evaluate the interaction of the elements in implementing diabetes risk assessment intervention.

First, we attempted to identify and determine the performance of existing non-invasive diabetes risk assessment tools internationally through a systemic review. Second, we evaluated the current status of disease management interventions to find a gap to enhance the role of community pharmacists in disease management through another systemic review. Third, we applied the theory of planned behaviour to evaluate the impact of pharmacists’ intervention on the risk perception and intention to change lifestyle behaviours of clients by utilising non-invasive risk assessment tools using Australia as the example. Fourth, we determine the impact of technology-enhanced tool on risk awareness by comparing an interactive multimedia computer-based diabetes risk assessment tool and paper-based diabetes risk assessment tool. Fifth, the risk assessment intervention were performed and compared in two different countries with different
health systems, to explore the influence of social structures on the facilitators and barriers in providing the intervention. We also determine the perceived value by assessing the willingness to pay for the risk assessment intervention and the impact of its intervention on HRQoL.

From all the aforementioned attempts, we obtained several interesting findings. First, our systemic reviews showed limited application of non-invasive risk assessment tools in community pharmacy practice, a lack of universal standard tool that can be used internationally and limited proactive pharmaceutical care services targeting healthy population and at risk population. Second, we proved the hypothesis that intention to engage in healthy lifestyles could be positively affected by individuals’ level of risk awareness and by health professional interventions based on the theory of planned behaviour. Level of risk awareness and intervention by pharmacists also increased perceived value in terms of willingness to pay for the service. Third, we found risk assessment intervention has minimal negative effect on clients’ quality of life at least in the short term, and this would contribute to a better adherence to intervention or education provided by the community pharmacists. Fourth, the technology-enhanced tool increased individuals’ level of risk awareness and enhanced individuals’ healthy lifestyles seeking behaviour. Fifth, the difference in healthcare systems and pharmacy practice pattern could affect the willingness to pay for the service from individuals’ perspectives and influence the facilitators and barriers in providing cognitive services.

In conclusion, the employment of organisational theory, health believed model and the theory of planned behaviour to develop quantitative and qualitative studies included in this thesis have contributed interesting and important information to community pharmacy practice. We used risk assessment (type 2 diabetes in this case) as part of health prevention program as an example. The results showed the interaction among the elements of the organisation (healthcare system in this case), and enhanced understanding of these factors would be important in the development of models for establishing sustainable provision of cognitive services in community pharmacy.